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● Responsible for the investigative process of institutional 

equity complaint cases involving allegations of harassment, 

discrimination, or retaliation.

● Serves at the Title IX Coordinator. Oversees and ensures 

compliance with applicable laws and regulations and 

develops policies and procedures.  Collaborates with 

Student Affairs and other internal stakeholders and key 

campus constitutes.

● Develops, implements and oversees regular training for 

faculty, staff, and students on Title IX, equity and 

compliance, including their rights and obligations under 

Title IX.
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Disclaimer 
This session is meant to provide a brief overview of information 

related to MICA’s Sexual Misconduct Policy. This is not to be 

formal compliance training.
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WHY IMPORTANT?
MICA wants to provide an educational environment that 

enables the best possible education for our campus. This 

includes providing an environment free from sexual 

harassment & discrimination.
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TITLE IX
Title IX refers to a specific section of the Education Amendments 
Act of 1972, a United States federal law that addresses gender 
protections in educational environments across the US.

The law specifically states "No person in the United States shall, 
on the basis of sex, be excluded from participation in, be denied 
the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any 
education program or activity receiving Federal financial 
assistance."
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TITLE IX
MICA has both a “Sexual Misconduct Policy” (Title IX Policy) and an “Other Sexual 

Misconduct Policy”

Current Federal law indicates Title IX applies when the misconduct

1. Occurs on-campus or other College property

2. Is in connection with College programs or activities, whether on or off campus*

3. Impedes equal access to educational programs/activity or adversely impacts 

education
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TITLE IX
MICA has both a “Sexual Misconduct Policy” (Title IX Policy) and an “Other Sexual 

Misconduct Policy”

Other changes include:

1. Requirement for a live hearing in formal complainants 

2. Supportive measurements for both parties involved*

3. Unwelcome conduct that a reasonable person would determine is so severe, 

pervasive, and objectively offensive that it effectively denies a person equal access*
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CONSENT
Any sexual activity requires consent.

● Clear and voluntary agreement by participants

● Clear “yes”, verbal or otherwise; cannot be inferred by the absence of “no”

● Cannot be obtained from someone unconscious, asleep, physically helpless, or 

incapacitated

● Cannot be obtained by pressure, threats, or coercion

● Can be revoked at any time, and past consent does not mean ongoing consent

● Consent to some acts does not imply consent to others
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PROHIBITED CONDUCT
Sexual Harassment = Conduct on the basis of sex that satisifes one or more 

of the following:

1. An employee conditioning educational benefits on participation in 

unwelcome sexual conduct (Quid Pro Quo)

2. Unwelcome conduct that a reasonable person would determine is so 

severe, pervasive, and objectively offensive that it effectively denies a 

person equal access, and/or

3. Sexual Assault, Dating Violence, Domestic Violence, or Stalking
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MAKING A COMPLAINT
MICA is committed to responding to all reports of sexual misconduct of 

which it has actual knowledge.

A report and a formal complaint are not necessarily the same thing. A 

formal complaint is a document filed and signed by the complainant 

alleging sexual harassment and specifically requesting an investigation.      

A formal complaint automatically triggers a formal investigation.
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CONFIDENTIALITY
Responsible Employees have an obligation to report any known misconduct. These 

individuals include academic administrators, academic advisors, non-confidential 

supervisors, department heads / chairs, directors, deans, student affairs, faculty, HR, 

campus safety, and RA’s

Confidential resources are available:

● Health Services

● Student Counseling

● Father Grey
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CONFIDENTIALITY
TITLE IX

Complainants my request confidentiality at any point up to the filing of a 

Formal Complaint and/or initiating an investigation.*

The complainant my ask that their identity not be disclosed to anyone else, 

or that information about the incident not be shared with others. 

The Title IX Coordinator will consider such requests along with the 

College’s commitment to provide a safe environment.



INVESTIGATIONS
MICA uses a preponderance of the evidence standard.

Per federal law, MICA presumes that the respondent is not responsible until 
and unless a determination of responsibility is made.

Investigations typically take approximately 30 - 90 days to complete.

At the conclusion of the investigation a live hearing / resolution panel will 
convene.
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Resources
Immediate Emergency

Call 911 

Northeast District Police Department
1900 Argonne Dr, Baltimore, MD 21218
410.396.2444

Campus Safety
24 Hour Dispatch: 410.225.2245
Emergency Dispatch: 443.423.3333
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Resources
On Campus

Student Health Services
410.225.4118

Campus Safety on-call counselor
443.423.3333

MICA Counseling Center/ Student Health Services 
410.225.2367
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Resources
University of Maryland at Midtown (nearest hospital to MICA)
410.225.8000

Mercy Hospital offers free Sexual Assault Nurse Examiner (SANE) program 
410.332.9477

Sexual Assault Centers Baltimore City
410.837.7000

Maryland Network Against Domestic Violence: 
1.800.634.3577
mnadv.org 
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THANK YOU



Scenarios
Jru comes to you and discloses that another student, Kris, has repeatedly 

touched them, and that interacting with Kris makes them feel 

uncomfortable. Jru asked if they can come to another class to avoid Kris. 

There isn’t another class offered this semester or the next. What course of 

action would you take?
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Scenarios
Kris comes to you and says that Jru has accused them of sexual 

harrassment. Kris doesn’t feel that they did anything wrong. They discuss 

how they went on a date with Jru, made out, and now Jru has been acting 

weird since then. Kris has reached out to Jru several times to talk, 

however, Jru is now avoiding Kris.  You are unsure if Jru has spoken with 

the Title IX Coordinator. What course of action would you take? How 

would you handle this situation?
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Scenarios
Zo comes to you reporting that their ceramics instructor stands extremely 

close to them, has repeatedly requested that they stay late to work on 

projects, and has made inappropriate comments about their gender 

identity. Zo is worried that if they do not meet after class or say something 

that they would fail the course. The instructor also teaches several 

courses that Zo will take in the future. You have a close relationship with 

this instructor. What would you do?
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